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by Doug Linn
Welcome to the “Big Fall Hydro” scenery location for Return to Misty Moorings. The Big Lake
Hydro complex is located on the Ecstall River (an offshoot of the Skeena near it's outfall to the
sea). On a bearing of 105 from Prince Rupert, you will find this complex about 30 miles
distant.
The package consists of a hydro plant on Big Fall Lake that actually supplies energy for this
area. There is a beautiful waterfall (Big Fall) and at the base, a Brad's Bait & BBQ. Across
from Brad's in this same cove is a little cabin where you can sit by the fire on a bench and
marvel at the beautiful waterfall and cove.
This location replicates an actual location in the area. Here is a picture of the “Big Fall”:

We are sure (sort of) that the building to the lower left is the Brad's Bait & BBQ.
Here's our rendition of this beautiful spot:

The Power Plant is above the dam (falls) on the port side of the lake as you are approaching
it. The entire complex is lit up at night and you will see street lights on the road coming from
the Power Plant down to Brad's.

Here is the flight plan to get to the area:

And the Big Fall Cove Cabin:

This is accessible for boaters, helicopters and float planes. There is a heli pad at the Power
Plant on the roof, with a little building nearby that houses the stairway to get down into the
plant. There is also a floating pad at Brad's Bait & BBQ. The mooring points are as follows:
Big Fall Hydro Plant:
Brad's Bait & BBQ Big Fall:
Big Fall Cove Cabin:

N53 59.67
N53 59.01
N53 59.00

W129 43.59
W129 44.24
W129 44.39

Mag 053
Mag 026
Mag 086

Installation Instructions:
Add the folder “Big Fall Hydro” where you usually put your ADDON scenery for Return to
Misty Moorings. Go into FSX, use “settings” and “add area”.
If you have any questions, you can contact us on the RTTM forum at:
http://forum.mistymoorings.com/
Enjoy
Doug Linn

